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An Analysis of the German Tenant Protection Law
by
STEFAN HOMBURG*

We analyze the welfare implications of eviction control in the German housing
market. A model is developed which shows why tenants do not voluntarily
demand protection from eviction notwithstanding that moving costs are considerable. Eviction control, then, is likely to make tenants worse offwhereas, at the
same time, it appears that the actual number of evictions remains unchanged.
(JEL: K 2, R 2)

J. Introduction

Ouring the 1960s the German market for ren tal housing was, by and large, a
"free market" in the following sense: landlords and tenants could negotiate
any value of the rent and were free to make the contract subject to notice, In
1971, however, a law mandating protection of tenants from eviction, combined
with a complicated form of rent control, went into effect. Modified and made
permanent in 1975, the Zweites Wohnraumkündigungsschutzgesetz protects tenants from being evicted by landlords. Since then, the law has been hotly debated
by the public; but there have also been academic inquiries into the law's
impact. 1 Abstracting from the very complicated legal regulations, the Zweites
Wohnraumkündigungsschutzgesetz may be characterized by two stylized facts:
1. The landlord is not allowed to evict the tenant (eviction control),2
2. The rent may not exceed a certain level (rent control).
lt should be obvious that control over eviction makes some form of rent
control necessary: in its absence, the landlord could charge an astronomie rent
instead of sending a notice of termination. We may conveniently term this type
• I am grateful to remarks by Friedrich Breyer and an anonymous referee on an earlier
version of this paper.
1 Cf. EEKHOFF [1981], ECK ART [1983], ECKART, SCHULZ and STAHL (1983]. BÖRSCHSUPAN [1986), EEKHOFF (1987].
2 To be more specific, eviction is allowed in the following cases: (i) the land lord needs
the dwelling for hirnself or for elose relatives; (ii) the tenant violates the contract or does
not pay the rent; (iii) the landlord sufTers heavily from a continuation of the contract
because there are more efficient opportunities to use the dwelling. For commercial
landlords, (i) does not apply. of course, and (iii) is interpreted restrictively by the courts.
In particular, the landlord cannot argue that someone else would pay a higher rent.
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of rent control consecutive: it is simply implied by effective protection from
eviction. Constitutive rent control, on the other hand, forms an independent
goal of the legislator which essentially has nothing to do with eviction contro!.
In this paper we want to investigate the welfare consequences of eviction
control, combined with consecutive rent contro!. We thus abstract from constitutive rent control, as this can be analyzed using standard micro theory. An
ideal scheme of consecutive rent control would be the following: rents of new
contracts are completely unregulated while rents of existing contracts are strictly linked to those of new contracts. The rents, then, would not deviate much
from their equilibrium values, the only purpose of the regulation being to
facilitate individual eviction contro!.

2. A Theory

0/ Eviction

Control

2.1 An Argument From the Literature

There have been several attempts in the literature to point out the normative
rationale for legal protection from eviction. Most notably, BÖRSCH-SUPAN
[1986] has advanced the following argument. In his model, there are two types
of landlords (A and B) as well as two types of tenants (A and B). A-landlords
prefer A-tenants and B-landlords prefer B-tenants whereas the tenants are
indifferent with respect to the type of the landlord. The reason for the landlords' personal preferences relates to the realistic assumption that different
tenants cause different (monetary and nonmonetary) maintenance costs of the
dwelling unit. For instance, there are tenants who take good care of the
dwelling, who avoid making much noise etc. In essence, there is a matching
problem and Börsch-Supan's crucial assumption is that the landlord cannot
determine the tenant's type in advance. If amismatch occurs, the landlord
suffers a loss if he is unable to evict the tenant; but if eviction is possible, the
tenant will suffer a loss due to the forced change of residence.
Theorem: If the tenants' moving expenses are large relative to the landlords'
cost differential between good and bad tenants, both landlords and tenants are
made better offby eviction (and rent) control (er. BÖRSCH-SUPAN [1986,400]).

I agree with all of Börsch-Supan's assumptions but not with his resuIt: if
moving expenses are indeed large relative to the cost differential between good
and bad tenants, protection from eviction is not only Pareto-superior but also
individually preferable for both landlords and tenants. Given rational agents, it
is to be expected that the parties will voluntarily construct a contract wh ich
protects the tenant from eviction. Intuitively: if c'" and Cd represent the tenants'
moving expenses and the landlords' differential costs, respectively, and if
C", > Cd' a tenant can make hirnself better off by offering a premium payment
e (where Cm > e > Cd) in exchange for protection from eviction. Under this
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assumption, the landlord is also better off after accepting the premium payment.
Hence, Börsch-Supan's model does not explain why legally mandated eviction
contro! should be advantageous. Either Cm < cu: then eviction control makes
everybody worse off. Or Cm > Cv: then the parties have already agreed upon the
tenant's protection from eviction, and the law is useless. This points to a
related empirical problem. When eviction control was introduced in 1971,
most rental contracts aIJowed eviction by the landlord. Using the above model,
this observation is startling because it implies that the landlord's differential
costs exceed the tenant's moving expenses.
What is required , therefore, is a theory which explains precisely why landlords and tenants do not stipulate the tenant's protection from eviction. Such
a theory wiIJ be developed in the foIJ<>wing sections. For purposes of exposition,
we distinguish two cases : certainty and uncertainty. Only the latter facilitates
a realistic evaluation of eviction control, but the main argument can be developed in the former.
2.2 Eviction Under Certainty

The following two symbols form the core of our model:
h - "housing use", the use of a specific dwelling at a specific point in time,
s - "surplus use", additional activities of the tenant at a specific point in
time.
The variables hand s are distinguished by the following property: housing
use h, a compound magnitude embracing living floor space, the rooms' quality
etc., is directly observable, whereas surplus use cannot be observed by people
other than landlord and tenant. As a consequence, the landlord cannot bring
a legal suit against the tenant on the grounds that the latter demands a greater
quantity of s than has been stipulated in the ren tal eontraet. We thus take over
the assumption of an incomplete market from BÖRSCH-SUPAN'S [1986] paper. In
reality, surplus use eonsists of aetivities such as excessive noise, poor maintenance of the dwelling, belated notification of damages (which worsen in the
meantime), or deliberate damage. As a matter ofpractieal experience, landlords
cannot successfully sue a tenant unJess the surplus use exceeds a certain limit
- and knowing this, they continually fear a breach of the contract. From a
landlord's viewpoint, the " ideal" tenant demands s = 0, but we will see in a
minute that this state need not be efficient.
Definition 1 ( Rental Contract ): Arental contract is a tripIe (m, li, &) consisting of agreements on the rent m ~ 0, housing use li> 0 and surplus use S ~ o.
The contract also stipulates whether or not the landlord may evict the tenant.

In order to investigate the long-term impact of eviction control, it is convenient to ass urne constant returns to scale on the supply side. In particular, each
landlord shall have the outside option to terminate renting altogether ; one may
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think here of seIJing the dweIJing to an owner-occupier. Furthermore, we assume that aIJ market participants behave as price takers. For Germany especially, this should be an acceptable premise because the typical landlord is a private
person who owns only a single house and thus is not in a position to conduct
an independent price policy. 3
Definition 2 (Landlords) : Each landlord produces housing use hand surplus
use s under constant returns to scale; the technologies are identical across
landlords. Taking rent and input prices as given, every landlord chooses a
profit-maximizing supply of hand s.

Assuming positive input prices (such as wages and interest rates) wh ich are
exogenous to this partial model, the cost functions are rays through the origin;
we write them as l· hand pS . s, respectively. The variable ph > 0 consists of
normal depreciation and interest while pS includes the additional depreciation
as weil as all costs which are due to the tenant's surplus use.
Defining m h and mS as the shadow prices of housing use and surplus use, we
obtain m = m h • h + m S • s as the total rent. Profit maximization implies that
m h = ph and m S = pS in equilibrium: marginal revenue must equal marginal
cost. 4 Under the assumption of constant returns to scale, the number of landlords is irrelevant but we can state that, in equilibrium, the landlords offer
precisely those ren tal contracts for which
m=ph · h+pS · s .

(1)

Put differently, each contraet whieh fulfills (1) can be supported as a profitmaximizing supply of some landlord. If the equality in (1) were violated, the
optimal supply would either be zero or infinite. If(l) holds, the landlords make
"normal" profits beeause interest costs and the risk premium are included in ph
and pS.
The crucial difference between our approach and BöRSCH-SUPAN'S [1986)
regards the treatment of the tenants. Instead of assuming exogenous typespecific behavior, the tenants' choices are determined endogenously : the tenants
can choose different levels of housing use h as weil as surplus use s. A tenant
can theoretically demand every quantity h ~ 0 but we assume that with
3 Interpreted literally, each landlord has a monopoly, of course, because there are
almost never two houses which are identical in every respect. But the cross price elasticities are certainly high, and, due to the large number of landlords, cartel arrangements
are not known to exist. However, in the case of conslitutive rent control and rationing of
the tenants, each landlord has a monopolistic margin. According to ARROW'S (t 959]
well-known argument, " perfect competition" and " rationing" are incompatible assumptions. Hence we may wish again to stress that the above analysis refers to a situation
without constitutive rent control.
A
S
4 Thus m is a " pure" rent per square meter while m represents an extra charge for
the whole dwelling. Unlike the rent, m h and m are not directly observable. An indication
of the existence of m > 0 is the fact that rents in American slums are remarkably high .
S

S
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respect to S his choices are bounded from above by some s ma. > O. This is
because surplus use has been defined as a set of activities which are not directly
observable : if the tenant exceeds ~ax, the activities become observable so that
a binding contract could be written . Thus all activities beyond sma. belong to
h instead of s. 5 For notational convenience, we further assurne that the tenant
wishes to use a specific portion of his income for housing so that the choice of
(h, s) can be separated from the other consumption decisions.6
Definition 3 (Tenants): On the commodity space X :

= [0,

CX)] x [0, smax], a
utility function Vi(h i , sJ is defined for each tenant i = 1 .. I. The utility functions are strictly monotonically increasing and strictly quasi-concave. With
housing expenditures ei > 0 given, each tenant chooses (h i , sJ E X so as to
maximize utility.

Because of the incomplete market - which is due to the fact that s cannot be
observed by courts - landlord and tenant playa three-stage game the description of which completes our model.
Definition 4 (Game): In the first stage, landlord and tenant agree upon a
rental contract (mi' i , s;) with or without protection from eviction. In the
second stage, the tenant chooses some point (n;, Si) in his consumption space
and pays the rent mi . In the third stage, the landlord either extends the contract
or evicts the tenant, if possible.
An upper bar indicates an agreement in the ren tal contract. Observe that, in
the second stage, the tenant chooses Si (not Si!) since the stipulation of Si is not
binding. When signing the contract, for example, the tenant can promise to
consume Si = 0 but thereafter he is free to opt for any other value of the surplus
use. The other agreements, however, are binding, hence the tenant is obliged to
consume li; and to pay the rent mi . Thus we obtain quite a simple characterization of actual behavior.

n

Protectionfrom Eviction: (i) In the second stage, the tenant chooses Si
irrespective of Si'
(ii) The landlords only offer contracts for which

= smax

(2)

The first statement follows from the fact that utility is strictly increasing in
the choice of some Si < ~ax wouldn't be utility-maximizing. Equality (2)
follows from substitution of 05 = ~ax into (1).
05 :

S The reader may notice that ~ax depends on the administration of justice by the
courts. Th~ present author suspects that sm .. is continually increasing because the courts
are becommg more and more unwilling to consider contract clauses as binding (cf.
SCHMITT-FuTTERER and BLANK [1990]). In this view, the nature of s is not only related to
the observability of these activities.
6 The following results are not influenced by Ihis simplifying assumption.
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No Protection from Eviction: (i) In the third stage, the landlord evicts the
tenant if and only if the latter has chosen Si > Si in the second stage.
(ii) The tenant chooses Si = Si in the second stage.
(iii) The landlords only offer contracts for which

(3)
Statement(i) directly follows from the facts that the landlord has the outside
option not to rent at all and that he would incur a loss if the tenant violates the
contract. If evicted, the tenant's utility becomes Vi(O, 0) < Vi (hi , Si)' hence he
will not break the contract. Knowing this, in turn, the landlords offer the
contract described in (3).
In equilibrium, landlords offer contracts with protection from eviction as
characterized by (2) and contracts without protection from eviction as characterized by (3). Within this set of offered contracts, each tenant chooses some
utility-maximizing contract (mt, fit, Sn, where the asterisks indicate optimal
values. Our main result will be derived under the following assumption, which
essentially excludes border solutions:
Assumption (A): For each tenant i,

(4)
is an inner point of the consumption space X .
Proposition 1: (i) Under assumption (A), only contracts without protection
from eviction are made in equilibrium.
(ii) Eviction control, if anticipated, makes every tenant worse off and leaves
landlords' profits unchanged.
(iii) Eviction control, if not anticipated, makes every tenant better off and
reduces landlords' profits.
Proof: (i) follows from a revealed preferences argument. Setting mi = e i in (3)
yields (4), and assumption (A) states that the tenant prefers a contract for which
Si < ~.X; moreover, the preference is strict, as V i ( .) is strictly quasi-concave.
Hence the contract without protection from eviction is strictly better than so me
contract with such protection because, according to (2), Si = smax holds for the
latter.
Via contraposition we obtain (ii): eviction control simply forbids contracts
without protection from eviction so that only contracts of type (2) are offered
wh ich make the tenants worse off.
In the initial state without eviction contro!, landlords were offering contracts
of type (3). Subsequent to the introduction of legal protection from eviction,
tenants will demand s max > s;* because of non-satiation, and landlords will
incur a loss amounting to'" . [sr - ~ax] < O.
Q . E. D.
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The significance of assumption (A) is illustrated in figure 2. Violation of (A)
means that the tenant has strong preferences for surplus use so that the indifference curves are relatively flat. In that case, the border solution K is optimal,
and eviction control - anticipated or not - has no impact whatsoever, because
landlord and tenant have already agreed upon protection from eviction.

---.

K'

smax

An Analysis

2.3 Eviction Under Uncertainty
s*

I

""

~----------~----------~--~ h

h*

According to a widely held view, the basic idea behind protection from eviction
is that tenants, as opposed to land lords, have relatively high costs when arental
contract is terminated; we refer to these as moving expenses. Regarding equilibria, such an argument only makes sense when there is uncertainty because the
costs of certain eviction would simply yield areduction in the rent (it is for this
reason that in non-regulated markets, terminable contracts are cheaper). We
now want to investigate the significance of uncertainty, using a slightly modilied model.

Figure I

Assumption (B) : If the tenant, obeying the contract, chooses Sj = .5j , the
land lord will nevertheless evict hirn with objective probability n (0 < n < 1)
(arbitrary eviction). Tenant's expected utility becomes

s

(5)

~

__-L________________

~~~

h

h*

E{U(J1~,Sj*)} = (1 - n)' U(J1~,sn

+ n'

U(O,O).

This assumption reflects uncertainty on the part of the tenant. The difference
U (fi~, sn - U (0, 0) represents an extreme form of moving expenses: the tenant
either obtains maximum utility or none at all. As in the preceding section,
(m~, fi~, ~) denotes the contract without protection from eviction which would
be optimal if n = 0 (point Gin ligure 1). On the other hand, (m~, Ti;*, smax) is the
most expensive contract with protection from eviction the tenant can afford
(point K in figure 1).
Now, every tenant must weigh moving expenses against the surplus charge
of a contract with protection from eviction. He will obviously opt for protection
from eviction if the certain utility resulting from such a contract exceeds the
expected utility from a contract without protection,7 i.e. if

Figure 2

Figure 1 illustrates the argument. The budget line represents contracts which
the tenant can buy when exhausting his income (m j = eJ Point G, where the
marginal rate of substitution between housing use and surplus use equals the
price ratio ph (pS, is optimal for the tenant. Point K represents the only contract
with protection from eviction since, at K, surplus use equals smax. Under assumption (A), the tenant's utility at K will be lower than at G. Thus, eviction
control can be interpreted as a forced move from G to Kwhich makes the tenant
worse off. If not anticipated, however, eviction control allows the tenant to
rnove from G to K', rnaking hirn better off.

Proposition 2: Under assurnptions (A) and (B) eviction control has the following consequences:
(i) If relation (6) holds for sorne tenant i, that tenant and his landlord are not
affected by eviction contro!.
7 It is assumed for simplicity that those tenants who are indifferent between the two
contracts opt for protection from eviction. This postulate does not change the following
results.
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(ii) If relation (6) is violated foe some tenantj, proposition 1 applies. In particular, the tenant is made worse off in the case of anticipated eviction contro!.
(iii) F?r every finite set of utility functions {Vi} and housing expenditures {eJ
there eXlsts 7r. > 0 such that (6) will be violated far all tenants (hence all tenants
are made worse off).

Proo/: (i) is obvious since the two parties have al ready agreed upon protection from eviction.
(ii) Violation of (6) implies that the tenant prefers a contract without protection from eviction, notwithstanding that he will be evicted with positive probability. In this case a revealed preference argument similar to that used in the
proof of proposition 1 applies.
(iii) As stated in the proof of proposition 1, assumption (A) implies that
(7)
Because expected utility (5) is continuous in
11:

> 0 if 7r. is chosen small enough.

11:,

(6) will be viola ted for some
Q. E. D.

The most important implication of proposition 2 is that, even in the case of
uncertainty, eviction control will not bring about a Pareto-improvement: it will
either have no impact at all or will make so me tenants or landlords worse off. 8
Furthermore, the last statement of proposition 2 shows that moving costs
and uncertainty are irrelevant provided that the probability of arbitrary eviction is small enough. In the final section, we want to argue that empirically this
is indeed the relevant case.

3. An Evaluation

0/ the Results

Why should a profit-maximizing landlord evict his tenant ifthe latter obeys the
contract? Essentially, there are three possibilities.

First : The landlord needs the dwelling for hirnself.
Second: A different usage of the dwelling (instead of renting it) is more
profitable.
Third: 1t is more profitable to rent the dwelling to another tenant.
Setting aside constitutive rent control which sets a gap between the rents of
old and new contracts, we can leave the third case out of consideration so that
S This result carries over to a model in which tenants are risk-averse instead of
risk~n~utral.. Ot~er modificat.ions of our premises open a broad field for further game-the~rehc mveslIgatlOns. In partlcular, as an anonymous referee has pointed out, our definition of the game is restrictive in that the land lord cannot exploit the tenant in the third
stage by demanding a higher rent. Future research should c\arify this point and should
also relax the model's restrictive three-stage time structure, allowing for repeated moves
by the agents.
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only the former two reasons for eviction remain. Now, the following three
observations are inconsistent with the hypo thesis that protection from arbitrary
eviction is important for German tenants. First, landlords can legally evict
tenants based upon the first and second reasons - in these two cases there is no
legal protection from eviction. Second, it would be possible to write out ren tal
contracts which prevent eviction in these cases. And third, we do not observe
such cIauses, 9 although they would be legally binding. By contraposition, we
may concIude from these facts that the tenants voluntarily forego more farreaching protection from eviction because, in our model's language, they view
7r. to be relatively small.
Presumably tenants consider 11: as small even if the contract does not stipulate
any protection from eviction. Put differently, we may ask whether the introduction of legal eviction control has actually reduced the number of evictions. The
only empirical study of which I know, published by the Federal Ministry of
Building (BMBau), suggests the opposite. Using panel data, NIEDERBERGER and
HESS [1979, 15] arrive at the following concIusion :
"It appears nevertheless that, subsequent to the introduction of eviction control in 1971
and 1975, the number of evictions first decreased and then, after so me short time interval,
retumed to its normal average value." 10

In summarizing, we think that any evaluation of eviction control must take
into account the fact that tenants do not voluntarily demand protection from
eviction. The literature sometimes considers this fact as irrational behavior on
the part of the tenants . 11 According to our interpretation, by contrast, tenants
do not highly value protection from eviction because the objective probability
of arbitrary eviction is smalI. It is difficult to imagine why alandlord should
terminate the contract at all if the tenant does not breach it: if eviction is costly
not only for the tenant, but also for the landlord (who must look for a new
tenant), one should rather expect the latter to grant a tenure discount, as has
rightly been pointed out by BÖRSCH-SUPAN [1986].
Empirically, the number of evictions has not been reduced by eviction control which suggests again that the probability of arbitrary eviction is smalI. In
this view, the tenants' short-run utility from unanticipated legal eviction control
appears to be small whereas the long-run costs may be substantial.

9 Regarding this point, there is no systematic empirical study. We may state, however,
that contracts with more extensive protection from eviction are neither discussed in the
literature, nor are such c\auses contained in the standardized rental contracts which have
been published by the association oftenants, the association oflandlords, or the Ministry
of Justice.
10 Translated by present author.
11 According to NIEDERBERGER [1985, 178], for instance, tenants recognize the importance of protection from eviction too late, i.e. " at that moment when the landlord gives
notice" (translation by the present author). Sut what is incorrect ex post may well be
correct ex ante.
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~usarnrnenrassung

In dem Aufsatz werden die Wohlfahrtswirkungen des Zweiten Wohnraumkündigungsschutzgesetzes untersucht. Zunächst wird ein Modell entwickelt, das
zeigt, warum Mieter in einem unregulierten Wohnungsmarkt nicht freiwillig
Kündigungsschutz nachfragen, obwohl bei einer Kündigung beachtliche Umzugskosten entstehen. In diesem Fall werden die Mieter durch einen gesetzlichen Kündigungsschutz langfristig schlechter gestellt, während sich zugleich
zeigt, daß die tatsächliche Zahl der Kündigungen unverändert blieb.
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